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AbstractÐForeign functions have been considered in the advanced database systems to support complex applications. In this paper,

we consider optimizing queries with foreign functions in a distributed environment. In traditional distributed query processing, selection

operations are locally processed before joins as much as possible so that the size of relations being transmitted and joined can be

reduced. However, if selection predicates involve foreign functions, the cost of evaluating selections cannot be ignored. As a result, the

execution order of selections and joins becomes significant, and the trade-off for reducing the costs of data transmission, join

processing, and selection predicate evaluation needs to be carefully considered in query optimization. In this paper, a response time

model is developed for estimating the cost of distributed query processing involving foreign functions. We explore the property of the

problem and find an optimal algorithm with polynomial complexity for a special case of it. However, finding the optimal execution plan

for the general case is NP-hard. We propose an efficient heuristic algorithm for solving the problem and the simulation result shows its

good quality. The research result can also be applied to the advanced database systems and the multidatabase systems where the

conversion function defined for the need of schema integration can be considered a type of foreign functions.

Index TermsÐDistributed environment, foreign function, query optimization, response time model, simulation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

RELATIONAL database systems have been demonstrated as
useful for classical applications. However, with the

increasing complexity of data nowadays, traditional rela-
tional database systems are not adequate enough to support
many complex applications, such as CAD/CAM systems
and geographic information systems. Therefore, extended
relational database systems [18], [32] and object-oriented
database systems [6], [13], [14], [34] are developed to
provide complex object support, data types, and functions.
In order to efficiently process queries in these ªadvancedº
database systems, the ability of traditional query optimizers
needs to be improved.

In the past, several approaches for reducing the cost of

function computation have been proposed. Kemper et al.

[25] used the technique of function materialization (i.e., the

precomputation of function results) to enhance the effi-

ciency of query processing in an object-oriented database

system. The object-oriented features such as classification,

object identity, and encapsulation are exploited to reduce

the rematerialization penalty incurred by update opera-

tions. Their approach has been implemented in the

experimental object base system GOM [24]. In contrast to

function materialization, the method of computing func-

tions in query processing is adopted by most previous

papers [7], [10], [19], [35]. For database systems using the

latter approach, the query optimizer must take the cost of
function computation into consideration because the cost
can be very expensive.

In this paper, the problem of optimizing the query with
foreign functions in a distributed environment is investi-
gated. A foreign function is considered to be an operation
external to the database, which is time-consuming to
compute [7]. In traditional distributed query processing
[2], [4], [28], [33], selection operations are locally processed
before joins as much as possible so that the size of relations
being transmitted and joined can be reduced. However, if
selection predicates involve foreign functions, the cost of
evaluating selections cannot be ignored. As a result, the
execution order of selections and joins becomes significant,
and the trade-off for reducing the costs of data transmis-
sion, join processing, and selection predicate evaluation
needs to be carefully considered in query optimization. To
our knowledge, the problem of optimizing queries with
foreign functions in a distributed environment has not been
explored in the prior literature. All the related work which
studied query optimization techniques for foreign functions
focused on the centralized database system. The details of
the related work will be described in Section 2.

In this paper, we use the technique of caching the return
values of function calls in query processing. Namely,
function computation costs are charged once for each
distinct function input. Based on the idea, a response time
model is developed to estimate the cost of distributed query
processing involving foreign functions. We explore the
property of the problem and find an optimal algorithm with
polynomial complexity for a special case of it. However,
finding the optimal execution plan for the general case is NP-
hard. We propose an efficient heuristic algorithm to solve
the problem and the simulation result shows its good quality
compared with the optimal execution plan. Moreover, from
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the simulation result, the efficiency of the execution plan
generated by the proposed heuristic algorithm greatly
outperforms that by the ªinitialº strategy (i.e., evaluating
all the selection predicates before joins), which demonstrates
the significance of our work.

The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the effect
of foreign functions on distributed query processing. The
proposed heuristic algorithm is useful for optimizing
queries with foreign functions in a distributed environment.
The research result can also be applied to the advanced
database systems and the multidatabase systems [1], [5],
[12] where the conversion function defined for the need of
schema integration can be considered a type of foreign
functions. In the following, an example is given to further
motivate our approach.

Example 1. Consider a multidatabase system consisting of
three individual databases. Relations

R1�id; name; class; dept; address�
and

R2�id; parent; city; street; zip�;
which are stored in databases DB1 and DB2, respec-
tively, record the separate information about all the
students at X University. In database DB3, the relation
R3�name; class; dept� records the information about
worker students at Y University. Assume a logically
integrated global view is created as a uniform interface
for the USER to retrieve data in the multidatabase system.
The global view is shown below.

X Student�id; name; class; dept; parent;
communication addr; domicile of origin�

Y Worker Student�name; class; dept�:
The attribute address in R1 denotes the communication
address, which is renamed to communication addr in

view X Student. The aggregation of attributes city, street,

and zip in R2 represents the domicile of origin, which is

replaced by the attribute domicile of origin in view

X Student. Assume the conversion function ADDR is

defined to do the aggregation

ADDR�e1; e2; e3� � e1 �00 00 � e2 �00 00 � e3;

where operator ª+º denotes concatenation. The instances

in X Student can be obtained by performing renaming

on R1:address and the conversion function

ADDR�R2:city; R2:street; R2:zip�%domicile of origin;
where domicile of origin represents the corresponding

attribute for the return value of the function, then joining

the converted relations of R1 and R2 on the key attribute

id. The instances in Y Worker Student is corresponding

to those in R3. Let us consider the following query.

SELECT*.*
FROM X Student, Y Worker Student

WHERE X Student:dept � Y Worker Student:dept

and X Student:domicile of origin

� 00Hsinchu KuangFu 30000

Fig. 1 shows two execution plans for the query, in
which the notation �address!communication addr denotes the
rename operation. In Fig. 1a, the conversion function and
the selection

domicile of origin � 00Hsinchu KuangFu 30000

are delayed to be executed until joins are processed,

while they are considered to be executed before the join

processing in Fig. 1b. The selection predicate

00domicile of origin � Hsinchu KuangFu 30000

and the conversion function
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00ADDR�city; street; zip�%domicile of origin00

can be considered as

00ADDR�city; street; zip� � Hsinchu KuangFu 30000

with foreign function ªADDR.º Since the technique of
caching return values of ªADDRº is used and the
number of distinct inputs for the function may
decrease after join processing, the cost to compute
ªADDRº after join processing may be lower than that
before join processing. Therefore, execution plan (a)
may be better than execution plan (b). To efficiently
process the query, a cost model is needed to determine
a better execution plan.

This paper is organized as follows: The related work is
described in Section 2. In Section 3, the problem of
minimizing response time for the query with foreign
functions is formulated. Moreover, the property of the
problem is discussed. In Section 4, an optimal algorithm
with polynomial complexity for a special case of it is
proposed. Section 5 presents heuristic algorithms for the
general case. The simulation results of comparing the
execution plan generated by the heuristic algorithm and
the optimal plan are presented in Section 6. Moreover, the
accuracy of the cost model is discussed. Finally, we
conclude with the future work in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

Abstract data type (ADT) is a form of function, which has
been used in many database applications [3], [22], [31]. To
efficiently process a query with ADT functions, the
computing cost of the ADT functions should be lowered
as much as possible. Chen et al. [10] proposed an approach
for optimizing queries with ADT functions. In this work,
the expensive ADT function is replaced with a sequence of
simpler functions to reduce the cost of query processing.
Chaudhuri and Shim [7] studied the problem of optimizing
queries with foreign functions. A declarative rule language
was provided for expressing the semantic information for
the optimization of foreign functions. The purpose of the
rewrite rules described in [7] is similar to the rewrite rules
for query optimization [30] used in Starburst. However, the
rewrite rules in [30] do not involve the optimization of
foreign functions. The approaches of [7] and [10] are both
heuristics and the effect of joins on evaluating selection
predicates with foreign functions is not considered.

Yoo and Sheu [35] investigated optimizing queries with
procedural methods and control statements in an object-
oriented and symbolic information system. If the cardinality
of the resultant relation from joining two relations is smaller
than the cardinality of the relation to be joined in which a
method is executed for each tuple, then the evaluation of
the method is deferred until the join is processed; otherwise,
the method is performed before join processing. The
execution order of multiple joins and methods is not
discussed. Levy et al. [27] proposed an optimization
technique, called predicate move-around, to efficiently
process queries with aggregate operations and constructs
such as NOT EXISTS. However, the predicates are assumed
inexpensive.

Kemper et al. [26] proposed the ªbypassº technique for
optimizing disjunctive queries with expensive predicates.
The idea of the bypass processing is to avoid the evaluation
of expensive predicates whenever the result of the entire
disjunctive selection predicates can be determined by
testing other less expensive predicates. Hellerstein and
Stonebraker [19] proposed an optimal algorithm, named
predicate migration, to arrange the execution sequence of
joins and selections with foreign functions, which has been
implemented in POSTGRES [32]. Chaudhuri and Shim [9]
proposed a conservative local heuristic which guarantees
optimality for processing queries with user-defined pre-
dicates in several cases. The algorithms in [9], [19] are
developed to handle queries with conjunctive expensive
predicates in a centralized database system. Therefore, they
are inapplicable to a distributed environment. The perfor-
mance evaluation of the predicate migration algorithm and
other predicate placement algorithms is discussed in [20].
Efficient techniques for caching expensive methods are
proposed in [21], which can avoid redundant method
invocation during query processing. The major differences
between the cost models of [19] and our approach in this
paper are 1) the change of the number of distinct attribute
values for the selection predicate to be executed after the
join operation is reflected in the cost model of our approach
and 2) the transmission cost is also considered in our
approach for a distributed environment.

The subquery predicate provided in SQL can be consid-
ered as a type of expensive selections. In System R� [28], the
evaluation of subqueries is deferred until simple selection
predicates are computed. However, the R� optimizer focuses
on finding optimal access methods and join orders without
considering the execution order of the expensive selections.
Extensible query optimizers [16], [17], [29] present different
frameworks for the incorporation of new optimization
strategies. Graefe and McKenna [16] and Hass et al. [17]
provide fixed strategies for searching and applying rules in
the query optimization process, while Mitchell et al. [29]
allow the extension of the control over the optimization
process. The incorporation of our approach with the
Epoq optimizer will be discussed in Section 7.

3 MINIMIZING RESPONSE TIME FOR THE QUERY

WITH FOREIGN FUNCTIONS

In this section, we study the problem of minimizing
response time for the query with foreign functions. For
the discussion, the query considered is of the form
�P �R1 �p0 R2�, where R1 and R2 represent relations in
different databases, P represents the conjunction of a set of
selection predicates p1; p2; . . . ; pk, and p0 represents a join
predicate. The case where a query involves more than one
join will be discussed in Section 6.2.

A simple selection predicate is of the form attri op C,
where attri represents a relation attribute, op denotes an
operator such as ª>,º ª<,º or ª=,º and C represents a
constant. A simple selection predicate is considered a
zero-time operation. Conversely, a selection predicate is
called an expensive selection predicate if it involves a foreign
function. An expensive selection predicate is of the form
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Funj�attrj� op C, where Funj represents a function with

the relation attribute attrj as its parameter. Note that the

following discussion can be extended to the case where a

function has a set of attributes as its parameters. For each

selection predicate pi, 1 � i � k, it can be a simple

selection predicate or an expensive selection predicate.

The join predicate p0 considered is of the simple form

such as R1:ai � R2:aj, where ai and aj are attributes of R1

and R2, respectively. For the convenience of discussion,

we represent a simple selection predicate ªattri op Cº as

ªFuni�attri� op C,º where Funi is considered a zero-time

function and the return value of Funi�attri� is equal to

the value of attri.
The query �P �R1 �p0 R2� is expressed as follows:

�P �R1 �p0 R2� � �p1^p2^...^pk�R1 �p0 R2�
� ��Fun1�attr1� op1 C1�^�Fun2�attr2� op2 C2�

^...^�Funk�attrk� opk Ck� �R1 �p0 R2�;
where opi and Ci denote an operator and a constant,

respectively, 1 � i � k. The attribute attri is called the

associated attribute of predicate pi. If attri is an attribute of

R1, the selection predicate pi and the function Funi are

called a related selection predicate and a related function for R1,

respectively; otherwise, they are called a related selection

predicate and a related function for R2.

3.1 Notation and Assumptions

Notation:

. The cardinalities of relations R1 and R2 are n1 and
n2, respectively.

. The sizes of a tuple in R1 and a tuple in R2 are
b1 bytes and b2 bytes, respectively.

. By renaming, the sets of related selection predicates
for R1 and R2 are fp1

1; p
2
1; . . . ; pm1 g and fp1

2; p
2
2; . . . ; pn2g,

respectively, where m� n � k. The sets of related
functions for R1 and R2 are fFun1

1; Fun
2
1; . . . ; Funm1 g

and fFun1
2; Fun

2
2; . . . ; Funn2g, respectively, and the

parameters of functions

Fun1
1; Fun

2
1; . . . ; Funm1 ; Fun

1
2; Fun

2
2; . . . ; Funn2

are

R1:attr
1
1; R1:attr

2
1; . . . ; R1:attr

m
1 ; R2:attr

1
2;

R2:attr
2
2; . . . ; R2:attr

n
2 ;

respectively.
. The times for executing functions

Fun1
1; Fun

2
1; . . . ; Funm1 ; Fun

1
2; Fun

2
2; . . . ; Funn2

are

�1
1; �

2
1; . . . ; �m1 ; �

1
2; �

2
2; . . . ; �n2 ;

respectively.
. The selectivities for predicates

p1
1; p

2
1; . . . ; pm1 ; p

1
2; p

2
2; . . . ; pn2

are

�1
1; �

2
1; . . . ; �m1 ; �

1
2; �

2
2; . . . ; �n2 ;

respectively.
. The numbers of distinct values in

R1:attr
1
1; R1:attr

2
1; . . . ; R1:attr

m
1 ;

R2:attr
1
2; R2:attr

2
2; . . . ; R2:attr

n
2

are d1
1; d

2
1; . . . ; dm1 ; d

1
2; d

2
2; . . . ; dn2 , respectively.

. The times for scanning a tuple of R1 and a tuple of
R2 are g1 and g2, respectively.

. The transmission time per byte and the setup time of
communication for transmitting Rh to the final site
where the join is processed are Xh and Eh,
respectively, h � 1; 2.

. For the join R1 �p0 R2, there is a probability of �1

that a tuple in R1 will find a match in R2 and a
probability of �2 that a tuple in R2 will find a match
in R1.

. The time for scanning a join tuple of R1 �p0 R2 is g3.

. The time for reading/writing the result of a function
computation from/into the cache is tc.

Assumptions:

. (A1). The values of one attribute are assumed
independent of those in another attribute.

. (A2). The technique of caching is used to store the
return values of function calls. Thus, if the number
of distinct values in attri are n, then Funi�attri�
needs to be computed only n times. The cache is
assumed to reside in the disk. Therefore, the time for
accessing the cache has to be considered.

. (A3). The number of distinct values in an attribute of

a relation is assumed proportional to the cardinality

of the relation. (For example, let R01 be the result of

performing a selection on R1. If the cardinality of R01
is n01, then the number of distinct values in R01:attr

i
1

are evaluated as di1 � n01
n1
; , where

n01
n1

is considered to

be the selectivity of the corresponding selection.)

3.2 The Response Time Model
Assume relations R1 and R2 are located at site 1 and site 2,
respectively. The expression p10 ! p20 ! . . .! ph0 in a query
execution plan indicates that selection predicates are
evaluated in the sequence of p10 first, then p20 , etc. Consider
an execution plan for the query �p1^p2^...^pk�R1 �p0 R2�:

�pi�1
1
!pi�2

1
!...!pm

1
!pj�1

2
!pj�2

2
!...!pn

2

���p1
1
!p2

1
!...!pi

1
R1� �p0 ��p1

2
!p2

2
!...!pj

2
R2��:

The execution plan is processed as follows:

1. Initial selection processing:

�p1
1
!p2

1
!...!pi

1
R1

and

�p1
2
!p2

2
!...!pj

2
R2

are processed in site 1 and site 2, respectively.
2. Transmitting the reduced relations to the final site and

performing the join: The results of �p1
1
!p2

1
!...!pi

1
R1 and
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�p1
2
!p2

2
!...!pj

2
R2 are transmitted to a final site where

the join on predicate p0 is performed.
3. Final selection processing: The selection pi�1

1 ! pi�2
1 !

. . .! pm1 ! pj�1
2 ! pj�2

2 ! . . .! pn2 on the join result

is performed.

Therefore, the response time for processing the execution
plan includes the time for initial selection processing, the
time for transmitting the reduced relations to the final site,
the time for performing the join, and the final selection.
They are further described in the following.

Initial Selection Processing Time: The time for the selection
processing is dominated by the relation scan time, the time for
accessing the cache, and the time for performing functions.
For the computation of function Funwith parameter x, if the
result ofFun�x�has been cached, it requires tc time to read the
result; otherwise, Fun�x� is performed and tc time is needed
to write the result into the cache. By assumptions (A1), (A2),
and (A3), the times for processing �p1

1
!p2

1
!...!pi

1
R1 and

�p1
2
!p2

2
!...!pj

2
R2 are evaluated as

g1 � n1 � �n1 � tc � �1
1 � d1

1� � ��1
1 � n1 � tc � �1

1 � �2
1 � d2

1�
� . . .� ��iÿ1

h�1��h1� � n1 � tc ��iÿ1
h�1��h1� � �i1 � di1�

and

g2 � n2 � �n2 � tc � �1
2 � d1

2� � ��1
2 � n2 � tc � �1

2 � �2
2 � d2

2�
� . . .� ��jÿ1

h�1��h2� � n2 � tc ��jÿ1
h�1��h2� � �j2 � dj2�;

respectively.

The Time for Transmitting the Reduced Relations: Let R01
and R02 be the results of processing �p1

1
!p2

1
!...!pi

1
R1 and

�p1
2
!p2

2
!...!pj

2
R2, respectively. The cardinalities of R01 and

R02 are estimated to be n1 � �i
h�1�

h
1 denoted by T 01 and

n2 ��j
h�1�

h
2 denoted by T 02, respectively. Thus, the time

for transmitting R0h to the final site is T 0h � bh �Xh � Eh,

where h � 1; 2.
The Join Processing Time: We assume the worst-case time

complexity of the join operation in this paper. That is, the
amount of time needed for processing the join is propor-
tional to the product of relation cardinalities. Therefore, the
join processing time is computed as D0 � T 01 � T 02, where D0 is
a constant.

The Final Selection Processing Time: Let R0 be the result of

executing R01 �p0 R
0
2, and r0h be the cumulative reduction

factor of the number of distinct values in an attribute of Rh

after the join processing, where h � 1; 2. The cardinality of

R0 is computed as C0 � �1 � �2 � T 01 � T 02, where C0 is a constant,

and r01 and r02 are evaluated to be �i
h�1��h1� � �1 and

�j
h�1��h2� � �2, respectively. Therefore, the number of distinct

values in attribute Rh:attr
l
h of R0 is estimated as dlh � r0h,

h � 1; 2. Let n3 be C0 � �1 � �2 � T 01 � T 02. The time for proces-

sing �pi�1
1
!pi�2

1
!...!pm

1
!pj�1

2
!pj�2

2
!...!pn

2
R0 is dominated by the

scan time for R0, the time for accessing the cache, and the

time for performing functions, which is evaluated as

g3 � n3 � r01 �
Xm
k�i�1

��k1 � dk1 ��kÿ1
h�i�1��h1�� �

n3 � tc �
Xm
k�i�1

��kÿ1
h�i�1��h1�� � r02 � z0 �

Xn
k�j�1

��k2 � dk2 ��kÿ1
h�j�1��h2�� �

n3 � tc � z0 �
Xn
k�j�1

��kÿ1
h�j�1��h2��;

where z0 is �m
h�i�1��h1�. Note that �v2

h�v1
xh � 1 if v2 < v1.

3.3 Problem Formulation

In traditional query optimization methods, selections are
considered zero-time operations and executed in an
arbitrary order before as many joins as possible. Reconsider
the query �p1^p2^...^pk �R1 �p0 R2�. By the traditional optimi-
zation technique which neglects the cost of the selection, the
query will be executed by the plan

��p1
1
!p2

1
!...!pm

1
R1� �p0 ��p1

2
!p2

2
!...!pn

2
R2�:

However, when the foreign function is involved in the

selection predicate, executing all the selection predicates

before the join may not be an optimal execution plan. Let F1

and F2 be sets fp1
1; p

2
1; . . . ; pm1 g and fp1

2; p
2
2; . . . ; pn2g, respec-

tively. Our goal is to find an execution sequence S1 for

selection predicates in a subset B1 of F1, an execution

sequence S2 for selection predicates in a subset B2 of F2, and

an execution sequence S3 for selection predicates in B3,

where B3 is �F1 ÿB1� [ �F2 ÿB2�, such that the response
time of processing �S3

��S1
R1 �p0 �S2

R2� is minimized.
Assume S1, S2, and S3 are pu1 ! pu2 ! . . .! pui ,

pv1 ! pv2 ! . . .! pvj , and pw1 ! pw2 ! . . .! pwl , respec-

tively, where 0 � i � m; 0 � j � n, and l � m� nÿ iÿ j.
Let Cuh , Cvh , and Cwh be the total costs of function calls

for distinct values in the associated attributes (in the base
relation) of predicates puh , pvh , and pwh , respectively. Cuh is

�uh � duh ; 1 � h � i, and Cvh is �vh � dvh ; 1 � h � j. (Note that

if puh is pk1, where 1 � k � m, then �uh and duh represent

�k1 and dk1, respectively. Similarly, if pvh is pk2, where

1 � k � n, then �vh and dvh represent �k2 and dk2, respec-
tively.) For each predicate pwh ; 1 � h � l,

Cwh � �a1 � da1 if pwh is pa1 in F1 ÿB1

�b2 � db2 if pwh is pb2 in F2 ÿB2

�
and the selectivity

�wh � �a1 if pwh is pa1 in F1 ÿB1

�b2 if pwh is pb2 in F2 ÿB2

�
Let R01 and R02 be the resultant relations of processing

�S1
R1 and �S2

R2, respectively, and T1 and T2 be the

cardinalities of R01 and R02, respectively. T1 is n1 ��i
h�1��uh�

and T2 is n2 � �j
h�1��vh�. First, consider the time H1 for

processing �S1
R1 and transmitting the reduced relation R01

to the final site:

H1 � g1 � n1 � �Cu1 � n1 � tc� � �u1 � �Cu2 � n1 � tc�
� . . .��iÿ1

h�1��uh� � �Cui � n1 � tc� � T1 � b1 �X1 �E1:

Similarly, the time H2 for processing �S2
R2 and transmitting

the reduced relation R02 to the final site is
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H2 � g2 � n2 � �Cv1 � n2 � tc� � �v1 � �Cv2 � n2 � tc�
� . . .��jÿ1

h�1��vh� � �Cvj � n2 � tc� � T2 � b2 �X2 � E2:

Since �S1
R1 and �S2

R2 can be locally processed and
transmitted in parallel, the time for locally processing
relations and transmitting the reduced relations is
max�H1; H2�. After all the reduced relations arrive at the
final site, the join can be processed. The join processing time
is D � T1 � T2, where D is a constant. Finally, we consider the
final selection. Let R0 be the result of processing
�S1

R1 �p0 �S2
R2, and rh be the cumulative reduction factor

of the number of distinct values in an attribute of Rh after
the join processing, where h � 1; 2. r1 and r2 are evaluated
to be �i

h�1��uh� � �1 and �j
h�1��vh� � �2, respectively. For each

predicate pwh ; 1 � h � l, the cumulative reduction factor of
the number of distinct values for the associated attribute is

rwh � r1 if pwh is pa1 in F1 ÿB1

r2 if pwh is pb2 in F2 ÿB2:

�
The cardinality of R0 is estimated to be C � �1 � �2 � T1 � T2

denoted by n3, where C is a constant, and the time for
processing the final selection �S3

R0 is evaluated as

H3 � g3 � n3 � �Cw1 � rw1 � n3 � tc� � �w1 � �Cw2 � rw2 � n3 � tc�
� . . .��lÿ1

h�1��wh� � �Cwl � rwl � n3 � tc�:
Summarizing the above discussion, the total response time
for processing �S3

��S1
R1 �P 0 �S2

R2� is

max�H1; H2� �D � T1 � T2 �H3:

We define the problem of minimizing response time for
processing the query �p1^p2^...^pk�R1 �p0 R2� as follows:

Definition 1 (MRT). Given

P � ��1; �2; C;D; g3; tc; �E1; X1; g1; n1; b1; f��h1 ; �h1 ; dh1�
j 1 � h � mg�; �E2; X2; g2; n2; b2; f��h2 ; �h2 ; dh2�
j 1 � h � n; g��;

where all the values are positive rational numbers 0 �
�1; �2 � 1 and 0 � �hi � 1, find the optimal sequences
S1; S2, and S3 such that RT �S1; S2; S3� is minimized, where
RT �S1; S2; S3� denotes max�H1; H2� �D � T1 � T2 �H3.

3.4 The Property of MRT

It can be seen that if the numbers of predicates inB1,B2, and
B3 are i; j, and m� nÿ iÿ j, respectively, then the number
of possible execution plans for minimizing RT �S1; S2; S3� is
i!� j!� �m� nÿ iÿ j�!. Since i ranges from 0 to m and j
from 0 to n, the total number of possible execution plans for
the query �p1^p2^...^pk�R1 �p0 R2� is

Xm
i�0

Xn
j�0

� m
i

� �
� n

j

� �
� i!� j!� �m� nÿ iÿ j�!�:

In the following, a property is derived for reducing the search
space for finding an optimal query execution plan. Assume
B1, B2, and B3 are fpu1 ; pu2 ; . . . ; puig, fpv1 ; pv2 ; . . . ; pvjg, and
fpw1 ; pw2 ; . . . ; pwlg, respectively, and S1, S2, and S3 are
pu1 ! pu2 ! . . .! pui , pv1 ! pv2 ! . . .! pvj , and

pw1 ! pw2 ! . . .! pwl ;

respectively.

Lemma 1. Given B1; B2, and B3, S1, S2, and S3 are optimal if

and only if

Cuh � n1 � tc
1ÿ �uh � C

uh�1 � n1 � tc
1ÿ �uh�1

; 1 � h � iÿ 1;

Cvh � n2 � tc
1ÿ �vh � C

vh�1 � n2 � tc
1ÿ �vh�1

; 1 � h � jÿ 1;

and

Cwh � rwh � n3 � tc
1ÿ �wh � C

wh�1 � rwh�1 � n3 � tc
1ÿ �wh�1

; 1 � h � lÿ 1:

Proof. Consider the selection sequence S1 : pu1 ! pu2 !
. . .! pud ! pud�1 ! . . .! pui : The cost for processing

�S1
R1 is

Cost�S1� � g1 � n1 � �Cu1 � n1 � tc� � �u1 � �Cu2 � n1 � tc�
� . . .��dÿ1

h�1��uh� � �Cud � n1 � tc�
��d

h�1��uh� � �Cud�1 � n1 � tc�
� . . .��iÿ1

h�1��uh� � �Cui � n1 � tc�:
For the selection sequence

S01 :pu1 ! pu2 ! . . .! pudÿ1 ! pud�1 !
pud ! pud�2 ! . . .! pui ;

the cost for processing �S0
1
R1 is

Cost�S01� � g1 � n1 � �Cu1 � n1 � tc� � �u1 � �Cu2 � n1 � tc�
� . . .��dÿ1

h�1��uh� � �Cud�1 � n1 � tc�
��dÿ1

h�1��uh� � �ud�1 � �Cud � n1 � tc�
� . . .��iÿ1

h�1��uh� � �Cui � n1 � tc�:
We have

Cost�S1� ÿ Cost�S01�
�dÿ1
h�1��uh�

�

�Cud � n1 � tc� � �1ÿ �ud�1� ÿ �Cud�1 � n1 � tc� � �1ÿ �ud�

Cost�S1� ÿ Cost�S01� � 0

if and only if
Cud � n1 � tc

1ÿ �ud � C
ud�1 � n1 � tc
1ÿ �ud�1

:

Therefore, S1 is optimal if and only if

Cuh � n1 � tc
1ÿ �uh � C

uh�1 � n1 � tc
1ÿ �uh�1

; 1 � h � iÿ 1:

Similarly, we can prove that S2 is optimal if and only if

Cvh � n2 � tc
1ÿ �vh � C

vh�1 � n2 � tc
1ÿ �vh�1

; 1 � h � jÿ 1;

and S3 is optimal if and only if

Cwh � rwh � n3 � tc
1ÿ �wh � C

wh�1 � rwh�1 � n3 � tc
1ÿ �wh�1

; 1 � h � lÿ 1:

ut
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Definition 2. For each selection predicate puh in B1, 1 � h � i,
the rank of puh is defined as

rank1�puh� � C
uh � n1 � tc
1ÿ �uh :

For each selection predicate pvh in B2, 1 � h � j, the rank of

pvh is defined as

rank2�pvh� � C
vh � n2 � tc
1ÿ �vh :

And, for each selection predicate pwh in B3, 1 � h � l, the

rank of pwh is defined as

rank3�pwh� � C
wh � rwh � n3 � tc

1ÿ �wh :

Since i ranges from 0 to m and j from 0 to n, there areXm
i�0

Xn
j�0

m
i

� �
� n

j

� �� �
combinations for B1; B2, and B3. By Lemma 1, we can obtain

optimal sequences S1, S2, and S3 by sorting ranks of predicates

in B1, B2, and B3, respectively, in an increasing order.

Therefore, the search space for finding an optimal execution

plan of the query �p1^p2^...^pk�R1 �p0 R2� can be reduced to

Xm
i�0

Xn
j�0

m
i

� �
� n

j

� �� �
:

Theorem 1. The MRT problem is NP-hard.

Proof. We prove the NP-hardness of the problem via the

knapsack problem which has been shown to be NP-

complete in [15]. Given a finite set A � fa1; a2; . . . ; akg,
a size s�ai� 2 Z� and a value v�ai� 2 Z� for each

ai 2 A, and two positive integers B and L, the

knapsack problem answers whether there is a subset

A0 � A such that
P

a 2 A0 s�a� � B and
P

a 2 A0 v�a� � L.

Let us consider a special case of MRT as follows:

Assume there is no related selection predicate for R2 in

the query �p1^p2^...^pk�R1 �p0 R2� and the site where R1

is located is considered to be the final site. Let

p1
1; p

2
1; . . . ; pk1 be p1; p2; . . . ; pk, respectively, and F 0 the

set fp1
1; p

2
1; . . . ; pk1g: Some assumptions are made as

follows:

. All the selectivities �1
1; �

2
1; . . . ; �k1 are one.

. All the numbers of distinct values d1
1; d

2
1; . . . ; dk1

are x.
. Both the paremeters r1 and r2 are y, which is less

than 1.
. Assume the cache resides in main memory. The

parameter tc is zero.

In this case, our purpose is to find execution

sequences Seq and Seq0 for selection predicates in

subsets B0 of F 0 and F 0 ÿB0, respectively, such that

RT �Seq; Seq0� is minimized. Assume Seq and Seq0 are

pu1
1 ! pu2

1 ! . . .! pui1 and pui�1

1 ! pui�2

1 ! . . .! puk1 , re-

spectively. RT �Seq; Seq0� denotes

maxfg1 � n1 � ��u1

1 � x� �u2

1 � x� . . .� �ui1 � x�;
n2 � b2 �X2 � E2g �D � n1 � n2 � g3 � C � n1 � n2

� ��ui�1

1 � y� �ui�2

1 � y� . . .� �uk1 � y�:
To simplify the expression, let

1. n3 � C � n1 � n2,
2. G � g1 � n1,
3. M � n2 � b2 �X2 �E2, and
4. Q � D � n1 � n2.

Then,

SRT �Seq; Seq0� � maxfG� x � ��u1
1 � �u2

1 � . . .� �ui1 �;Mg
�Q� g3 � n3 � y � ��ui�1

1 � �ui�2

1 � . . .� �uk1 �:
For any given instance of the knapsack problem, the

transformation to the above special case is as follows:

s�aj� � �j1 and v�aj� � �j1 for 1 � j � k
B � L � �M ÿG�=x:

ut
It is easy to show that there exists a solution to the

transformed instance of the MRT problem if and only if

there is a solution to the knapsack problem. Since the

transformation can be done in polynomial time, the

MRT problem is NP-hard.

4 SOLVING A SPECIAL CASE OF MRT

In this section, we propose an optimal algorithm with

polynomial complexity to solve a special case of MRT.
Consider a special case of MRT as follows: There is no

related selection predicate for R2 in the query

�p1^p2^...^pk�R1 �p0 R2�
andthesitewhereR2 is locatedisconsideredtobethefinalsite.

Let p1
1; p

2
1; . . . ; pk1 be p1; p2; . . . ; pk, respectively, and F 0 the set

fp1
1; p

2
1; . . . ; pk1g: In this case, our purpose is to find execution

sequences Seq andSeq0 for selection predicates in subsetsB0 of

F 0 and F 0 ÿB0, respectively, such that the response time of

processing �Seq0 ��SeqR1 �p0 R2� is minimized.
Assume B0 is fpu1 ; pu2 ; . . . ; puig, and Seq and Seq0 are

pu1 ! pu2 ! . . .! pui

and

pui�1 ! pui�2 ! . . .! puk ;

respectively. Let Cuh be �uh � duh ; 1 � h � k, and R0 be the

resultant relation of processing �SeqR1. The cardinality of R0

is estimated to be n1 � �i
h�1��uh� denoted by T 0. The time H 0

for processing �SeqR1 and transmitting the reduced relation

R0 to the final site is
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H 0 � g1 � n1 � �Cu1 � n1 � tc� � �u1 � �Cu2 � n1 � tc�
� . . .��iÿ1

h�1��uh� � �Cui � n1 � tc� � T 0 � b1 �X1 � E1:

After R0 arrives at the final site, the join is processed. The

join processing time is D0 � T 0 � n2, where D0 is a constant.

Let R00 and r0 be the result of ��SeqR1 �p0 R2� and the

cumulative reduction factor of the number of distinct values

in an attribute of R1 after the join processing, respectively.

The cardinality of R00 is estimated to be C0 � �1 � �2 � T 0 � n2

denoted by n3, where C0 is a constant, and r0 is

�1 � �i
h�1��uh�. Therefore, the time for processing final

selection �Seq0R
00 is

L0 � g3 � n3 � �Cui�1 � r0 � n3 � tc� � �ui�1 � �Cui�2 � r0 � n3 � tc�
� . . .��kÿ1

h�i�1��uh� � �Cuk � r0 � n3 � tc�:
We define the problem of minimizing query response

time for the special case as follows:

Definition 3 (SMRT). Given

P � ��1; �2; C
0; D0; n2; g3; tc; �E1; X1; g1; n1; b1;

f��h1 ; �h1 ; dh1� j 1 � h � kg��;
where all the values are positive rational numbers, 0 �
�1; �2 � 1 and 0 � �h1 � 1, find the optimal sequences Seq

and Seq0 such that SRT �Seq; Seq0� is minimized, where

SRT �Seq; Seq0� denotes H 0 �D0 � T 0 � n2 � L0.
To simplify the expression, let

1. G � g1 � n1 � E1,
2. B � �1,
3. Q � C0 � �1 � �2 � n1 � n2, and
4. Y � n1 � b1 �X1 �D0 � n1 � n2 � g3 �Q. Then,

SRT �Seq; Seq0� � G� �Cu1 � n1 � tc� � �u1

� �Cu2 � n1 � tc� � . . .��iÿ1
h�1��uh�

� �Cui � n1 � tc� � Y � �i
h�1��uh�

�B � �i
h�1��uh��Cui�1 � �ui�1 � Cui�2

� . . .��kÿ1
h�i�1��uh� � Cuk� �Q � tc

� �i
h�1��uh� � �1� �ui�1

� . . .��kÿ1
h�i�1��uh��:

Lemma 2. Given B0, Seq, and Seq0 are optimal if and only if

rank1�puh� � C
uh � n1 � tc
1ÿ �uh

� �
� rank1�puh�1�

� C
uh�1 � n1 � tc
1ÿ �uh�1

� �
; 1 � h � iÿ 1

and

rank3�puh� � C
uh � r0 � n3 � tc

1ÿ �uh
� �

� rank3�puh�1�

� C
uh�1 � r0 � n3 � tc

1ÿ �uh�1

� �
; i� 1 � h � kÿ 1:

The proof is similar to that for Lemma 1 and is omitted.

Lemma 3. SRT �Seq; Seq0� is minimal if and only if

Y � �1ÿ �uh� ÿ Cuh � �1ÿB� � tc � �n1 ÿQ�; 1 � h � i; �1�
and

Y � �1ÿ �uh� ÿ Cuh � �1ÿB� < tc � �n1 ÿQ�; i� 1 � h � k;
�2�

rank1�puh� � rank1�puh�1�; 1 � h � iÿ 1; �3�
and

rank3�puh� � rank3�puh�1�; i� 1 � h � kÿ 1: �4�

Proof. �)� By Lemma 2, if SRT �Seq; Seq0� is minimal,

then conditions (3) and (4) are satisfied. Assume

SRT �Seq; Seq0� is minimal but does not satisfy condi-

tions (1) and (2). Consider the following cases:

. Case 1. Assume

Y � �1ÿ �ui� ÿ Cui � �1ÿB� < tc � �n1 ÿQ�:
Let S and S0 be

pu1 ! pu2 ! . . .! puiÿ1

and pui ! pui�1 ! . . .! puk , respectively. Since

SRT �Seq; Seq0� is minimal,

SRT �S; S0� ÿ SRT �Seq; Seq0� � 0:

We get

Y � �1ÿ �ui� ÿ Cui � �1ÿB� � tc � �n1 ÿQ�
. . . contradiction:

. Case 2. Assume

Y � �1ÿ �ui�1� ÿ Cui�1 � �1ÿB� > tc � �n1 ÿQ�:
Let S and S0 be

pu1 ! pu2 ! . . .! pui�1

and pui�2 ! pui�3 ! . . .! puk , respectively. Since

SRT �Seq; Seq0� is minimal,

SRT �S; S0� ÿ SRT �Seq; Seq0� � 0:

We get

Y � �1ÿ �ui�1� ÿ Cui�1 � �1ÿB� � tc � �n1 ÿQ�
. . . contradiction:

From Case 1 and Case 2, we claim that if SRT �Seq; Seq0�
is minimal, then conditions (1) and (2) must be satisfied.

�(� Assume ST and ST 0 are sequences which satisfy
conditions (3) and (4), but do not satisfy conditions (1)
and (2). From the discussion in Case 1 and Case 2, it
shows that we can always find sequences Seq and Seq0

satisfying conditions (1), (2), (3), and (4) such that
SRT �Seq; Seq0� < SRT �ST; ST 0�. Therefore, if sequences
Seq and Seq0 satisfy conditions (1), (2), (3), and (4), then
SRT �Seq; Seq0� is minimal. tu
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In the following, based on Lemma 3 Algorithm S is
proposed to efficiently solve the SMRT problem.

Algorithm S

Input(C0; B; �2; Q; Y ; n1; n2; tc; f��h1 ; �h1 ; dh1� j 1 � h � kg)
(We use ph1 to denote the predicate with the associated

values (�h1 ; �
h
1 ; d

h
1 ))

Step 1. For each predicate ph1 , compute the
value Vh � Y � �1ÿ �h1� ÿ �h1 � dh1 � �1ÿB�;

U1  ;; /* the set of selection predicates in Seq */
U2  ;; /* the set of selection predicates in Seq0 */
M  tc � �n1 ÿQ�;
i1  0; /* the number of selection predicates in U1 */
i2  0; /* the number of selection predicates in U2 */

Step 2. for h 1 to k

begin

if Vh �M then

U1  U1 [ ph1 ;
i1  i1 � 1;

else

U2  U2 [ ph1 ;
i2  i2 � 1;

end {if}
end {for}
Compute the rank for each predicate

in U1 rank1�ph1� � �h1 �dh1�n1�tc
1ÿ�h

1

� �
;

Derive the sorting function f�� such that
the predicates in U1 satisfy

rank1�pf�1�1 � � rank1�pf�2�1 � � . . . � rank1�pf�i1�1 �;

Let Seq be p
f�1�
1 ! p

f�2�
1 ! . . .! p

f�i1�
1 ;

r0  B ��i1
h�1��f�h�1 �;

n3  C0 �B � �2 � n1 � n2 ��i1
h�1��f�h�1 �;

Compute the rank for each predicate

in U2 rank3�ph1� � �h1 �dh1 �r0�n3�tc
1ÿ�h

1

� �
;

Derive the sorting function g�� such that
the predicates in U2 satisfy

rank3�pg�1�1 � � rank3�pg�2�1 � � . . . � rank3�pg�i2�1 �;

Let Seq0 be p
g�1�
1 ! p

g�2�
1 ! . . .! p

g�i2�
1 ;

Step 3. Output(Seq; Seq0)
END

Let fÿ1�� be the inverse function of f��. fÿ1�x� � y means
p
f�y�
1 � px1 . In Step 1, the execution time is O�k�. The time

needed for Step 2 is dominated by sorting the ranks. In the
worst case, it takes O�k log k� time. Therefore, the overall
time complexity of Algorithm S is O�k log k�.

5 HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS

5.1 A Heuristic Algorithm for MRT

Since the MRT problem is NP-hard, we introduce a
heuristic algorithm for it in this section.

There is a trade-off between reducing the cost of function

calls and reducing the cost of data transmission and join

processing. For a selection predicate with a foreign function,

if it is evaluated after join processing, the cost of data

transmission and join processing will increase since the size

of the relation to be joined is not fully reduced before data

transmission, but the cost of function calls needed for the

selection evaluation can be reduced since the number of

distinct values in the associated attribute decreases after

join processing. Therefore, if the selection predicate with

high Ch
i and �hi is delayed and evaluated after join

processing with a great possibility, the benefit obtained by

reducing the cost of function calls may outweigh the extra

overhead needed for data transmission and join processing.

Observe that the rank of the predicate phi � rank1�ph1� is
Ch

1�n1�tc
1ÿ�h

1

and rank2�ph2� is
Ch

2�n2�tc
1ÿ�h

2

. If both Ch
i and �hi are high,

then the rank of phi is high. The higher Ch
i is, the higher the

cost of function calls is; moreover, the higher the selectivity

�hi is, the lower the reduction of the relation size by the

selection is. Intuitively, evaluating selection predicates with

higher ranks after join processing is prone to reduce the

query processing cost. Based on the thinking and Lemma 1,

a heuristic algorithm is developed for the MRT problem to

obtain a suboptimal solution.
Reconsider the query

�p1^p2^...^pk�R1 �p0 R2�:
Let C�S1; S2; S3� be the cost of processing

�S3
��S1

R1 �p0 �S2
R2�:

C�S1; S2; S3� is computed by the response time model

described in Section 3. First, the ranks of predicates are

computed and sorted in an increasing order. S1 and S2 are

initialized to be the sequences of related selection predicates

for R1 and R2, respectively, which satisfy the property of

Lemma 1. That is, no selection predicates are delayed and

executed after the join processing and S3 is empty. Let MIN

denote the minimal query processing cost, which has

C�S1; S2; S3� as the initial value. Then, we select the

predicate with the maximal rank value from S1 and S2.

The selected predicate is added to B (which is the set of

selection predicates in S3) and deleted from the correspond-

ing sequence S1 or S2. S3 is set to be the sequence of

predicates in B, which satisfies the property of Lemma 1.

Next, the value of C�S1; S2; S3� is updated and compared

with MIN. If C�S1; S2; S3� < MIN , then MIN is updated to

C�S1; S2; S3� and the present optimal execution sequences

S1, S2, and S3 are stored. The procedure repeats until all the

selection predicates are considered to be evaluated after join

processing.
The heuristic algorithm is described as follows:

Algorithm H

Input(�1; �2; C;D; g3; tc; �E1; X1; g1; n1; b1; f��h1 ; �h1 ; dh1�
j 1 � h � mg�,
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�E2; X2; g2; n2; b2; f��h2 ; �h2 ; dh2� j 1 � h � ng))
(We use phi to denote the predicate with the associated

values (�hi ; �
h
i ; d

h
i ))

Step 1. Compute the rank for each predicate

�rank1�ph1� � �h1 �dh1�n1�tc
1ÿ�h

1

and rank2�ph2� � �h2 �dh2�n2�tc
1ÿ�h

2

);

Derive sorting functions k1�� and k2�� such that

rank1�pk1�1�
1 � � rank1�pk1�2�

1 � � . . .

� rank1�pk1�m�
1 � and

rank2�pk2�1�
2 � � rank2�pk2�2�

2 � � . . . � rank2�pk2�n�
2 �;

Let S1, S2, and S3 be p
k1�1�
1 ! p

k1�2�
1 ! . . .! p

k1�m�
1 ,

p
k2�1�
2 ! p

k2�2�
2 ! . . .! p

k2�n�
2

and empty, respectively;

Step 2. B ;; /* the set of selection predicates in S3 */

b 0; /* the number of selection predicates

in set B */

MIN C�S1; S2; S3�; /* the minimal query

processing cost */

�O1; O2; O3�  �S1; S2; S3�; /* the present optimal

execution sequences */

t1  m; /* the number of selection predicates

in S1 */

t2  n; /* the number of selection predicates

in S2 */

Step 3. for h 1 to m� n
begin

if ��t1 > 0� and �t2 � 0�� or ��t1 > 0� and

�t2 > 0� and

�rank1�pk1�t1�
1 � � rank2�pk2�t2�

2 �� then

B B [ fpk1�t1�
1 g;

Delete p
k1�t1�
1 from sequence S1;

t1  t1 ÿ 1;

else

B B [ fpk2�t2�
2 g;

Delete p
k2�t2�
2 from sequence S2;

t2  t2 ÿ 1;

end {if}

b b� 1;

n3  C � �1 � �2 � n1 � n1 � �t1
h�1��k1�h�

1 �

��t2
h�1��k2�h�

2 �;
Derive the sorting function (k3��; l��)

such that the predicates in B satisfy

rank3 p
k3�1�
l�1�

� �
� �

k3�1�
l�1� �d

k3�1�
l�1� �rl�1��n3�tc
1ÿ�k3�1�

l�1�

� �
�

rank3 p
k3�2�
l�2�

� �
� �

k3�2�
l�2� �d

k3�2�
l�2� �rl�2��n3�tc
1ÿ�k3�2�

l�2�

� �
� . . .

� rank3 p
k3�b�
l�b�

� �
� �

k3�b�
l�b� �d

k3�b�
l�b� �rl�b��n3�tc
1ÿ�k3�b�

l�b�

� �
;

/* rl�i� is computed by the definition in
Section 3.3, where l�i� � 1 or 2 */

Let S3 be p
k3�1�
l�1� ! p

k3�2�
l�2� ! . . .! p

k3�b�
l�b� ;

if C�S1; S2; S3� < MIN then

MIN  C�S1; S2; S3�;
�O1; O2; O3�  �S1; S2; S3�;

end {if}
end {for}

Output (O1; O2; O3;MIN)
END

In Step 1, the execution time is dominated by sorting the

ranks of predicates. If m > n, then Step 1 takes O�m logm�
time; otherwise, it takes O�n logn� time. The time needed

for Step 2 is O�1�. In Step 3, the ªforº loop iterates

m� n times and, for each iteration, the execution time is

dominated by sorting the ranks of predicates in B. Since

there are i elements in B for the ith iteration, Step 3 takes

O��m� n�2 log�m� n�� time. The overall time complexity of

Algorithm H is O��m� n�2 log�m� n��.
5.2 A Heuristic Algorithm for Processing Queries

involving More Than One Join and Selections
with Foreign Functions

In the following, we consider the case where a query

involves more than one join and selections with foreign

functions. The response time model described in Section 3.2

is extended to evaluate query processing cost in this case.

The extension is straightforward. Assume there are

n relations R1; R2; . . . ; Rn, and the sets of related selection

predicates for R1; R2; . . . ; and Rn are fp1
1; p

2
1; . . . ; px1

1 g;
fp1

2; p
2
2; . . . ; px2

2 g; . . . ; and fp1
n; p

2
n; . . . ; pxnn g, respectively.

R1; R2; . . . , and Rn are assumed located at different sites.

Let C�S1; S2; . . . ; Sn; Sn�1� be the cost of processing

�Sn�1
��S1

R1 � �S2
R2 � ::: � �SnRn�:

First, the ranks of predicates are computed and sorted in an

increasing order. S1; S2; . . . ; and Sn are initialized to be the

sequences of related selection predicates for R1; R2; . . . ; and

Rn, respectively, which satisfy the property of the extension

of Lemma 1 for n relations. That is, no selection predicates

are delayed to be executed after join processing and Sn�1 is

empty. Let B1; B2; . . . ; and Bn�1 be the sets of predicates in

S1; S2; . . . ; and Sn�1, respectively, and MIN be the minimal

query processing cost, which has C�S1; S2; . . . ; Sn; Sn�1� as

the initial value. Then, we select the predicate with the

maximal rank value in
S

1�i�n Bi. The selected predicate is

added to Bn�1 and deleted from the corresponding

sequence and set. Sn�1 is set to be the sequence of predicates

in Bn�1, which satisfies the property of the extension of

Lemma 1. Next, the value of C�S1; S2; . . . ; Sn; Sn�1� is

updated and compared with MIN. If
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C�S1; S2; . . . ; Sn; Sn�1� < MIN;

then MIN is updated to C�S1; S2; . . . ; Sn; Sn�1� and the
present optimal execution sequences S1, S2; . . . ; and Sn�1

are stored. The procedure repeats until all the selection
predicates are considered to be evaluated after join
processing.

The heuristic algorithm is described as follows:

Algorithm GH

Step 1. Compute the rank for each selection predicate

ranki p
j
i

� �
� �ji �dji�ni�tc

1ÿ�ji

� �
.

for i 1 to n

begin

Bi  fp1
i ; p

2
i ; . . . ; pxii g;

Derive sorting function ki�� such that

ranki�pki�1�i � � ranki�pki�2�i � � . . .

� ranki�pki�xi�i �;

Let Si be p
ki�1�
i ! p

ki�2�
i ! . . .! p

ki�xi�
i ;

/* Si records the sequence of selection
predicates to be evaluated

before data transmission */
end {for}

Step 2. Bn�1  ;;
Sn�1  ;;
/* Sn�1 records the sequence of selection predicates

to be evaluated after join processing */
MIN  C�S1; S2; :::; Sn; Sn�1�; /* the minimal

query processing cost */
�O1; O2; . . . ; On;On�1�  �S1; S2; . . . ; Sn; Sn�1�;
/* the present optimal execution sequences */

Step 3. Find a selection predicate p in
S

1�i�n Bi, which
has the maximal rank value;
Bn�1  Bn�1 [ fpg;
Delete p from the corresponding sequence Si

and set Bi;
Step 4. Derive the sort function �kn�1��; l��� such that the

predicates in Bn�1 satisfy

�
kn�1�1�
l�1� �dkn�1�1�

l�1� �rl�1��n3�tc
1ÿ�kn�1�1�

l�1�
� �

kn�1�2�
l�2� �dkn�1�2�

l�2� �rl�2��n3�tc
1ÿ�kn�1�2�

l�2�

� . . . � �
kn�1�b�
l�b� �dkn�1�b�

l�b� �rl�b��n3�tc
1ÿ�kn�1�b�

l�b�
;

/* Assume j Bn�1 j� b: */
/* rl�i� is the cumulative reduction factor */
/* n3 is the number of tuples in the result

of join processing */
Let Sn�1 be p

kn�1�1�
l�1� ! p

kn�1�2�
l�2� ! . . .! p

kn�1�b�
l�b� ;

if C�S1; S2; . . . ; Sn; Sn�1� < MIN then

MIN  C�S1; S2; . . . ; Sn; Sn�1�;
�O1; O2; . . . ; On;On�1�  �S1; S2; . . . ; Sn; Sn�1�;

end {if}

Steps (3) and (4) are repeated until all the selection
predicates are considered to be
evaluated after join processing.
END

Let k be
Pn

i�1 xi. The complexity of Algorithm GH is
O�k2 log k�.

6 SIMULATION

6.1 Simulation Results for Heuristic Algorithm H

Two programs named HEU and OPT are designed to
implement the heuristic Algorithm H and find the optimal
solution of MRT, respectively. By applying the property of
Lemma 1, the search space for OPT is reduced from

Xm
i�0

Xn
j�0

m
i

� �
� n

j

� �
� i!� j!� �m� nÿ iÿ j�!

� �
to

Xm
i�0

Xn
j�0

m
i

� �
� n

j

� �� �
:

Both the programs are coded in C and run on the SUN
sparc-10 workstation. For each simulation, parameter
values for �hi and dhi , i � 1; 2, are randomly generated,
where �hi varies from 0 to 1, dh1 from 200 to 1,000, and dh2
from 400 to 2,000. Other parameter values fixed in the
following Experiments 1, 2, and 3 are listed in Table 1. Let p
be the join selectivity of the query. p is considered to be the
product of �1 and �2. We assume �1 � �2 in the simulation.
Each experimental result is obtained by averaging the
results of 500 different inputs. Let heu cost and opt cost be
the costs for the execution plans generated by HEU and
OPT, respectively, and perc represent

�heu costÿ opt cost� � 100=opt cost:

Experiment 1. To observe the relationship between the cost
of the function call and perc. In the experiment, X1 and
X2 are set to 60 �sec/byte.

From Fig. 2, it can be observed that, when the cost of the
function call is low, the difference between heu cost and
opt cost is small. This is because the transmission cost is
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high and most of the selection predicates are evaluated
before data transmission for both execution plans generated
by HEU and OPT. As the cost of the function call increases,
the difference between heu cost and opt cost increases
gradually. When the cost of the function call exceeds a
peak value, the difference between heu cost and opt cost
lessens gradually since increasing a number of selection
predicates is evaluated after join processing for both the
execution plans generated by HEU and OPT. It can be seen
that the higher the join selectivity is, the higher the peak
value will be.

Experiment 2. To observe the relationship between the
transmission cost and perc. In the experiment, the cost of
the function call is set to 100 msec.

From Fig. 3, it can be observed that when the transmis-
sion cost is low, the difference between heu cost and
opt cost is small for p � 0:1 since most of the selection
predicates will be evaluated after join processing for both
the execution plans generated by HEU and OPT, while
those for p � 0:5 and p � 0:9 are greater since the benefit
obtained by evaluating selection predicates after join
processing is lower. As the transmission cost increases,
the difference between heu cost and opt cost increases
gradually for p � 0:1, while that for p � 0:5 and p � 0:9
decreases gradually. Especially for p � 0:9 in the environ-

ment of high transmission cost, perc is less than one since
most of the selection predicates will be evaluated before
data transmission for both execution plans generated by
HEU and OPT.

Experiment 3. To observe the relationship between the
join selectivity and perc. Let XLAN , XMAN , and XWAN be
the transmission costs in LAN, MAN, and WAN
environments, respectively. In the experiment, the cost
of the function call is set to 100 msec.

From Fig. 4, it can be observed that when the join
selectivity is less than 0.2, the difference between heu cost

and opt cost is small in the cases of XLAN and XMAN since
most of the selection predicates will be evaluated after the
join processing for both the execution plans generated by
HEU and OPT, while that in the case of XWAN is greater. As
the join selectivity increases, the difference between
heu cost and opt cost increases gradually for XLAN and
XMAN . When the join selectivity exceeds a peak value, the
difference between heu cost and opt cost lessens gradually.
This is because the cost of data transmission will increas-
ingly outweigh the benefit obtained by evaluating selection
predicates after join processing.

Experiment 4. To observe the relationship between relation
size and perc in a WAN environment. In the experiment,
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the cost of the function call is set to 100 msec, the size of
each tuple is 1 kilobytes, and the cache is assumed to be
kept in the main memory. Thus, the time for accessing
the cache is negligible.

From Fig. 5, it can be observed that when the relation size
is small, the difference between heu cost and opt cost is
small. (Note that here heu cost and opt cost are the costs for
the execution plans generated by the variations of HEU and

OPT, respectively, which do not consider the cache access
time.) It does not mean that the small relation size and the
zero-time cache access will make the consideration of
optimization unnecessary. Let ini cost and max cost be
the costs for the execution plan which evaluates all the
selection predicates before data transmission and for that
which has the maximal execution cost, respectively. perci

and percm represent �ini costÿ opt cost� � 100 opt cost and
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Fig. 5. The result of Experiment 4.

Fig. 4. The result of Experiment 3.

Fig. 6. The relationship between relation size and perci.



�max costÿ opt cost� � 100=opt cost, respectively. The rela-
tionship between relation size and perci is shown in Fig. 6. It
can be seen that perci is large, especially for p � 0:1 in the
case of the small relation size. This is because in the case of
the small join selectivity and the low data transmission cost
for the small relation size, most of the selection predicates
will be evaluated after join processing for both the
execution plans generated by the variations of HEU and
OPT. Moreover, percm in Fig. 7 shows that max cost is
greater than double opt cost. In a LAN environment, the
result is similar. Therefore, the work to consider the
placement of selection predicates is significant even in the
case of small relation size and zero-time cache access.

From the simulation results, the average cost of the
execution plan by HEU is less than 1.03 times of the optimal
execution plan, which demonstrates the good quality of
heuristic algorithm H.

6.2 Simulation Results for Heuristic Algorithm GH

Let n be the number of relations to be joined in a query. In
the simulation, we assume there are 12 selection predicates
in a query and each relation involves 12=n selection
predicates. The parameter settings which are different from
that in Table 1 are described in Table 2. In Table 2, the
expression �x; y� denotes that a value in the range of x to y is
randomly generated. Let heu cost and opt cost be the costs
for the execution plan generated by heuristic Algorithm GH
and the optimal execution plan, and perc represent
�heu costÿ opt cost� � 100=opt cost. The simulation result
in Table 3 is obtained by averaging the results of
30,000 different inputs. It can be seen that the more the
number of relations in a query is, the less the difference
between opt cost and heu cost is. This is because when the

number of relations in a query increases, more of the
selection predicates are prone to be evaluated before data
transmission, which can be executed in parallel at different
sites. (Recall that relations are assumed to be located at
different sites and the numbers of related selection
predicates for relations are equal.) In other words, if the
degree of parallelism for evaluating selection predicates
before join processing increases, the benefit obtained by
evaluating selection predicates after join processing reduces
since those selection predicates delayed and evaluated after
join processing are confined to be executed at a final site in a
sequential order.

It can be seen that the average cost of the execution plan
generated by heuristic Algorithm GH is also less than
1.03 times that of the optimal execution plan, which
demonstrates the good quality of heuristic Algorithm GH.

6.3 The Effect of Inaccurate Join Selectivity

In the cost model, we make the assumptions of accurate
selectivity estimation, attribute independence, and unifor-
mity of attribute values, which are adopted by most query
optimization algorithms. The impacts of these assumptions
in a practical environment are discussed in [11], [23]. The
estimation of the selectivity for a join is more difficult than
that for a selection predicate. In the following, we consider
the effect of inaccurate join selectivities on the execution
result of the plan generated by HEU.

Experiment 5. To observe the effect of inaccurate join
selectivities on the execution result of the plan generated
by HEU. The parameter setting is the same as that for
Experiment 2 in a WAN environment.

Assume p is the accurate join selectivity. Let cost1 and
cost2 be the costs for the execution plans generated by HEU
with p� 0:1 and pÿ 0:1 as the join selectivity inputs,
respectively, and cost3 be the cost for the initial execution
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Fig. 7. The realtionship between relation size and percm.

TABLE 2
Parameters Description

TABLE 3
The Simulation Result for Heuristic Algorithm GH



plan (i.e., all the selection predicates are evaluated before
data transmission) with join selectivity p. perc� represents
�cÿ opt cost� � 100=opt cost, where opt cost is the cost for
the execution plan generated by OPT with p as the join
selectivity input, and c is cost1, cost2, or cost3. From Fig. 8, it
can be observed that perc� for the cases of p� 0:1 and pÿ
0:1 is less than 5, and perc� for the initial plan is greater than
that in the cases of p� 0:1 and pÿ 0:1, especially when p is
small, the difference between cost3 and cost1 (or cost2) is
large. This is because most of the selection predicates will be
delayed and evaluated after join processing in the cases of
small p values. In general, when the difference of the
estimated join selectivity and the accurate join selectivity is
less than 0.1, the cost of the execution plan generated by
HEU is still close to that of the optimal plan.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we consider the problem of optimizing the
query with foreign functions in a distributed environment.
An efficient heuristic algorithm is proposed to solve the
general problem and the simulation result shows its good
quality compared to the optimal execution plan. Moreover,
from the simulation result, the efficiency of the execution
plan generated by the proposed heuristic algorithm greatly
outperforms that by the initial strategy, which demonstrates
the significance of our work.

In this paper, we assume the values of one attribute
are independent of those in another attribute (Assump-
tion A1), and the number of distinct values in an attribute
is proportional to the cardinality of the relation
(Assumption A3). Based on these two assumptions, we
have Lemma 1. Lemma 1 implies that if the selection
predicate has a lower computation cost for the corre-
sponding foreign function and a lower selectivity, it
should be evaluated as early as possible. Algorithms H

and GH are developed based on the implication. In
Assumption A2, the cache is assumed to reside in disk. If
we assume the cache resides in main memory, the time
for accessing the cache (i.e., tc) can be ignored. In this
case, rank1�puh�, rank2�pvh�, and rank3�pwh� in Definition 2
become Cuh

1ÿ�uh , Cvh

1ÿ�vh , and Cwh �rwh
1ÿ�wh , respectively. However, it

does not change the property of Lemma 1 except that tc
is zero, and the MRT problem is still NP-hard.

Our approach can complement the one-shot semijoin
approach [33] which also considers minimizing the re-
sponse time for distributed query processing. The combined
approach is described as follows:

Step 1. Apply Algorithm GH to determine the set of
selection predicates, say S, to be evaluated before data
transmission and the set of selection predicates, say S0, to
be evaluated after join processing.

Step 2. Evaluate selection predicates in S at local sites.

Step 3. Use the one-shot semijoin algorithm to determine
the set of semijoins to be executed and execute them.

Step 4. Transmit all the participant relations to the final site
and execute joins.

Step 5. Evaluate selection predicates in S0 at the final site.

On the other hand, our approach can fit in the Epoq

extensible query optimizer architecture. The extensible

optimizer consists of several region modules constructed

in a hierarchical manner, each of which implements a

strategy for the query optimization. The root module

receives a query from the query processing system and

plans the execution of the query with the assistance of its

subordinate regions. According to the Epoq architecture,

the rewrite rule approach (named ªRWRº) [7] and our

approach (named ªMRTº) can be considered to be stand-

alone region modules. Therefore, if a query has joins and

selection predicates with foreign functions, it can be

optimized by the region ªRWRº first and then the region

ªMRT.º The join predicate considered in this paper does not

involve foreign functions. Chaudhuri et al. [8] investigated

a class of queries that include ªforeign joinº between

relations and documents. Extending our approach on

foreign joins is under investigation. From the simulation

result shown in Section 6.2, we find that parallel processing

is a good strategy for optimizing queries with foreign

functions. Another interesting future work would be the

consideration of processing queries with foreign functions

on parallel machines.
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